MemGram® Orientation - Last Updated: 121018

NAME ---

Congratulations on making the move to Know Your MemGram®.

The purpose of this email is to establish a session time for us to speak regarding your FREE MemGram® Chart orientation.  Please do not be overwhelmed by all of this information. I know it is humongous! Simply read it and take in what you can. You will learn much more by interacting with me during MemGram® Processing than you will from the printed pages.

Your MemGram® Chart is attached. Please print the attached MemGram® Chart and have it in front of you each time we communicate.

In the lower center you will see XXX Words.

***

You have a complex personality, therefore, you have 4-Words instead of the usual 3-Words.

***

CORE: XXX
CAUSE: XXX
EFFECT: XXX

Please use a dictionary to choose the definition(s) that most resonate with you for EACH of these words. Make note of them. I will be asking for these definitions from you. To know what type of definition to look for, this Trauma #XXX approximate age XXX Trauma was caused by Dichotomy D-XXX which is attached. I suggest that you read this Dichotomy summary prior to choosing your definitions. Then, look for a connection to the aforementioned age range, using the words/definitions above. Don't be concerned if you cannot make the connection at this time. It is usually easier during the MemGram® Processing session.

DICHOTOMY BRIEF XXX

D-1 PHILOSOPHY:
You may not have the right concept of self. You may be doing much and having little.

D-2 CHEMISTRY: You may have a difficult time finding equilibrium. Situations may never feel "right" or be "hard to swallow".

D-3 TIME-1:
You may deal with a time issue.  Either not having enough time or having too much time and just not getting in sync.

D-4: GRAMMAR
You may need to have questions answered.  The lack of answers may be consciously or subconsciously detrimental.

D-5 COSMOLOGY:
You may lack the drive to have your intentions be realized.

D-6 KNOWLEDGE:
You may seek knowledge

D-7 NUCLEAR PHYSICS
You may be expending too much energy for the distance traveled.

D-8 MATHEMATICS:
You may have a problem with counting possessions, friends, etc.

D-9 KINESIOLOGY:
You may have a problem moving out of your present situation; static.

D-10: Time II: You may just let things happen in its "right time." The right time never seems to come.

D-11 DEDUCTION:
You may be fooling yourself or not have a true grasp of what's going on.

D-12 RELIGION:
You may not feel in tune with the universal forces. God may feel too intrusive.

D-13 DESIRE:
Dreams may feel out of reach.

D-14 REASON:
You may not understand how to successfully reason a solution to a situation.

D-15 SEX:
You may be dealing with aggressive as well as passive issues. 

D-16 GEOMETRY:
The shape of issues or energies are described.

D-17 GENEALOGY:
Trauma may actually have a life of its own. The dragon may be well dug-in.

D-18 ASTRONOMY:
You may have difficulties with your place in the universe.

D-19 PHOTOGRAPHY:
You may not feel enough depth to your life.

D-20 IDEOLOGY:
You may feel bad things will happen to you and may already be experiencing these manifestations.

D-21 AWARENESS:
The dragon may be well hidden in your unconscious mind.

D-22 HARMONY:
An upsetting quarrel / event may have happened and you may attract more disharmony.

D-23 GEOLOGY:
Your Dragon may shape problems into objects that will be dull, however, they will sharpen with time.

D-24 MAGNETISM:
The strength of the dragon may be determined.

D-25 TRACTION:
The grip of the dragon (Core) and the most affected organ can be determined.  

D-26 METEROLOGY:
Your transference of energy is an issue. You may have difficulty working off "dry" (low) numbers.

D-27 ANTHROPOLOGY:
We can see how old the dragon is. You may be prematurely aging.

D-28 BIOCHEMISTRY:
You may have trouble separating problems, as they are mixed  together.

D-29 MECHANICS:
You may be dealing with the ability to use "tools" and lack the pressure to use them.

D-30 ASTRODYNAMICS:
You may be in a cycle that is detrimental.

D-31 CATALYST:
You may feel in the middle between action and reaction.

D32 PHYSIOLOGY:
You may be becoming more body-oriented. The Dragon may be slowly taking over the physical cells.

D-33 SPECTROMETRY:
You may be seeing shapes but not experiencing life in full color.

D-34 PROBES & SATELLITES:
You may be attempting to gain contact with something that is out of your control.

D-35 CYTOLOGY:
This is what the dragon will use to snare you.

D-36 THERMODYNAMICS:
Just as air, fire and water all in too great or too little quantities may harm you, you may not be able to realize that you have the ability to solve your own problems.

D-37 ARCHEOLOGY:
You may be dealing with a geographical issue. You don't feel quite comfortable where you are.

D-38 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY:
The Dragon may be applying enough pressure to alter your chemistry. Your chemistry is compressed.

D-39 PSYCHOLOGY:
You may be dealing with memories that the Dragon may have distorted.

D-40 POLARITY:
You could be pulled in a direction that you do not want to go.

D-41 SONICS:
You may be dealing with either too much or too little of a certain type of sound.

D-42 DIPLOMACY:
You may be dealing with an explosive temper.

D-43 CREATION:
You may be pushed or pulled into an unpleasant direction, action, etc.

D-44-ASTROPHYSICS:
You may not be moving in a direction and are spinning in place, thus losing energy.

D-45 EMOTION:
You may have guilt problems.  You expand energy by working on the effect and not the cause.

D-46 MAGIC:
Your Stress Pattern tricks you into thinking the solution is "hidden" from you so you don't see that it is actually using known scientific principles such as "cause and effect" to accomplish its goals.

D-47 BIOLOGY:
Your sense of procreation may be an issue as the birth of a new idea may also be.

D-48 TELECOMMUNICATIONS:
You may have problems communicating. You may hear and see something but perceive it differently.

D-49 EFFICIENCY:
You may have great ideas but may not be able to put in enough energy, thought or effort to bring them to fruition.

D-50 GRAVITATION:
You may be overloading a system.

D-51 RADIATION:
You may have strong willpower but ionic forces slowly chip away at your will.

D-52 ARBITRATION:
You may be cooperating with the dragon (look at core) and therefore against yourself. 

D-53 MATHEMATICS II:
You may be so wound up in counting this, that or the other that you are losing sight of the whole picture. 

D-54 TIME III (Planetary)
You may be repeating events more than once.

D-55 ELECTROCHEMISTRY:
You may not have come together properly with something in order to achieve an end product.

D-56 JUSTICE:
You may feel  a sense of injustice.  A decision rendered unfavorably. 

D-57 ELEMENTISM:
You may be constantly pulled toward an unfavorable situation.

D-58 HOLISM:
You may not feel together with your soul.

D-59 ECOLOGY:
You may be making something out of nothing.  A situation may not really exist.

D-60 THEOSOPHY:
You may not have your feet firmly on the ground, thereby not being able to express yourself.

D-61 ELECTRICITY:
You may not realize the resistance you are putting against your energies.

D-62 THEOLOGY:
You may not be in tune with your God. Your reality may be too earth-bound.

D-63 SECRET-1:
You may not realize how much you live in the past or future movies. The decisions you make may be grounded in fantasy instead of reality.

D-64 SECRET-2:
You may living in fear and not know it. You may be making decisions based on avoiding an outcome rather than being the creator of outcomes that you really are. 

***

SOUL PATTERN vs STRESS PATTERN:
I have attached the Soul Pattern & Stress Pattern of your CORE Organ #XXX to help you understand who you really are and how your Stress Pattern uses that against you.

***

I-CHING HEXAGRAMS:
After working with MemGram® Processing for several years, we discovered there is a relationship between the 64 MemGram® Dichotomies and the I-Ching 64 Hexagrams. Attached is the explanation of Dichotomy #XXX from a Hexagram point of view. You should see how this describes what is currently going on in your life now and at the age which we are discussing in MemGram® Processing.  The fact that there is a correlation between two completely different philosophical systems and languages is further testimony to the power of MemGram® Processing to give you important keys to managing your life. It is important to note that how you use the Hexagram information is up to you. You do not need the Hexagram information to gain the full benefit from MemGram® Processing however most people find it extremely helpful.

CURRENT HEXAGRAM #XXX ADVISORY:
XXX

***

I urge you to read the MemGram® Chart Explained document prior to your session. This will help you better understand what we are showing you about your life and how to improve it. It is available at:
http://memgram-resources.biri.org
password: client

I will call you at the appointed time. You will find the 15 Questions that I will be asking by using the above MemGram® Resources link.

***

I notice that your SPRX Intensity is XXX%. This is a measurement of the expected benefit from using the SPRX. They are listed on your MemGram® Chart. An SPRX intensity higher than 40% means that physical, mental and emotional benefits can be expected. The SPRX are highly recommended whether or not you pursue MemGram® Processing.

***

DETOXIFICATION NEED: Your Detoxification Need rating is XXX%. This factor indicates the degree of need for detoxification regarding your MemGram® Level-XXX Core issues. This may be on a physical or emotional level. The higher this factor is the more detoxification is needed. A high factor indicates a high need for SPRX. This may contribute to a highly volatile crisis at the end of Processing your Chain as the Drag-On attempts to squeeze whatever hormones he can from you. Consider doing the BIA® (urine/saliva test) to determine the level of physical toxicity and the best way to approach accomplishing the detox before it manifests as unwanted physical symptoms.

***

VOLATILITY RATING: Your Volatility rating is XXX%. This factor lets you know what kind of Stress Pattern intensity with which you have to deal. Think of your Stress Pattern as your "Dragon." As you process your Traumas you are making life difficult for the Drag-On. Sometimes you have a sleeping Drag-On that you can beat on and he will just roll over and ignore you because he doesn't take you seriously. This is low volatility. Sometimes you have a Drag-On with a high degree of volatility. When you beat on him he snaps back and tries to bite your arm or leg off. The higher this factor, the more likely you will have some intense life experiences as you begin to dematerialize your Organ Trauma Sequence (OTS) through the processing of your Traumas. A volatile dragon can make your life very intense as you begin to track him and call attention to his manipulations over you. The higher this factor, the more you may need to use the "reversal" technique for the SPRX to help you through times of crisis. A mid-range Volatility rating means that your real-life experiences after each MemGram® Processing session may be subtle and barely noticeable unless you are paying close attention. Your Volatility rating means that you may go approximately XXX hours after a MemGram® Processing session before experiencing a "healing crisis" that requires the assistance of reversing the SPRX.

***

MEMGRAM® TRACKER

Please use this link to submit the MemGram® Tracker questionnaire:
http://client.biri.org
File #: 
Birthdate: 

Please complete and submit the MemGram® Tracker at your earliest convenience. 

***

Since you do not have a computer, attached is the MemGram® Tracker questionnaire. Please complete and return this questionnaire at your earliest convenience. You may return the MemGram® Tracker by email or fax to 530-463-8744.

***

If you want to print the MemGram® Tracker and return it by email or fax, use this link and return by email or fax to 530-463-8744:
http://memgram-tracker.biri.org

***

The purpose of the MemGram® Tracker is to help us assess your growth as a result of MemGram® Processing. Positive or negative growth is a precursor to your life changing in the desired direction. If your growth is positive, you can expect PPCE to soon start changing and aligning with your Mind's Desire. If your growth is negative, it means that MemGram® Processing is causing a detox that must be completed before positive growth can occur.


SPRX® RATING:

The SPRX® can be used to speed up MemGram® detox or to slow it down in times of crisis and when detox is happening too quickly. They will make it easier to connect with the traumatic events.

I recommend that you contact Lisa (888-221-4116 or lisak@biri.org or SKYPE: lisak-customerservice) to order your SPRX®. Start them immediately upon arrival and take them as the MemGram® Chart suggests.

*** I recommend that you contact Lisa (888-221-4116 or lisak@biri.org or SKYPE: lisak-customerservice) to order your SPRX®. Start them immediately upon arrival and take them as the MemGram® Chart suggests. We do have a supply in Cyprus that could likely be sent to you more quickly and from within the EU which should facilitate customs, etc.

***

#XXX = 1 dropper upon Arising
#XXX = 1 dropper at Mid-Day
#XXX = 1 dropper at Mid-Day
#XXX = 1 dropper prior to Sleeping

SPRX® can also be used in a crisis situation to slow down your emotional response to the crisis and allow your body time to process and respond to the stress. For this purpose, reverse the process and take them all whenever needed, allowing 2 minutes between each one.

Please note that it is possible to receive SPRX® benefits by consuming 3 drops instead of a dropper. The amount to use is your decision. Using 3 drops, a bottle will last approximately 60 days. Do the 3 drops only if finances do not permit you to use the dropper dosage.

Let me know if you have any questions about the SPRX®. You can use this link to learn more about them or to order them:
http://sprx.biri.org
password: client

***

Call/contact my assistant, Lisa, to make an appointment for me to explain your words to you and how to use them to make your life what you want it to be. Please allow up to 60 minutes of uninterrupted time. I will call you at the appointed time. This is a FREE MemGram® Orientation session.

***

I  will use Skype since you are international. Please be sure to give your Skype contact info to Lisa when you schedule your appointment.

***

NOTE: Be sure to have your MemGram® Chart in front of you during your MemGram® Orientation Session.

PHONE: 888-221-4116
EMAIL: LisaK@biri.org
SKYPE: lisak-customerservice

You are about to embark on the most exciting journey of your life!

Blessings...
Dr. Martin
Executive Trustee
https://www.biri.org
http://www.my3words.org


***

P.S. BIOLOGICAL IMMUNITY RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

***

Enclosed is a BIOLOGICAL IMMUNITY RESEARCH ASSOCIATION Membership Agreement and other medical disclaimers, etc.

***

You will be receiving an email from DocuSign, an online document signing service.

***

The documents concern the BIOLOGICAL IMMUNITY RESEARCH ASSOCIATION. By joining our Association, by private contract, we can exchange products and services and discuss matters that may otherwise be prohibited in the public domain. To take advantage of your Constitutional Right to make your own health decisions we encourage you to join our Association. Please sign the required documents so we can proceed with your discussions.

***

"Someone must teach new things, take the abuse, be ostracized, be called a fraud and a quack. Then, out of it all, comes a new truth to become part of us. Thus, we receive new facts to make up our proud possession of knowledge."
--- Fred Hart (1888-1975) Founder of National Health Federation --- 

"If at first the idea is not absurd, then there is no hope for it. Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds."
--- Albert Einstein --- 

"The love of the Father absolutely individualizes each personality as a unique child of the Universal Father; a child without duplicate in infinity; a will creature irreplaceable in all eternity."
--- The Urantia Book (12:7:9) 

"Devote your life to proving that love is the greatest thing in the world."
--- Jesus, The Urantia Book (192:2.1)

"For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, that whosoever believes in him shall not perish, but have eternal life."
--- John 3:16

***

NOTICE:  This message is addressed to you as a fellow Member of the Biological Immunity Research Association (BIRA). This private communication is protected by our right to contract and the United States of America [unincorporated] Constitution and is meant to be read only by a BIRA Member. If you are not a BIRA Member or the intended recipient, please stop reading and discard this document. No diagnosis or treatment for disease is intended. Any observations or comments made by Dr. Martin are for general educational purposes only and simply represent Dr. Martin's personal opinion regarding what he would do if he personally had the same concerns as the recipient of this message. Please see a licensed health practitioner for all diagnoses, treatment and information concerning prevention, cure or restorative health care. Dr. Gary A. Martin holds DN, DSc, PhD and PScD degrees. He is not a medical doctor. He has retired from his busy wellness clinic practice of 20 years. He is still active with his Foundation (Biological Immunity Research Institute) and assisting Healthy Habits in the proper formulation of their fine products. This information is for educational purposes only. It is not meant to cure, treat, prevent disease, nor prescribe or to be used for diagnosis. Please be aware that you accept all risk associated with using any of the protocols suggested by Dr. Martin. 






